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The Controversy Surrounding Music at HomecomingThe Controversy Surrounding Music at Homecoming

By Cade Newman
    Homecoming is one of the most anticipated events within the school year. Students always look forward to
 homecoming and the week leading up to it. Though, some students have voiced that the music played at 
 homecoming is somewhat disappointing. 
    The DJ Club which chooses the music for this event, runs a very selective process to find the music. 
A form is sent amongst the students of Oak Hills High School, then they are able to request music for this 
event. Though, there are very strict rules surrounding the choices of music.
 For one, this music has to be a radio edit, meaning curse words, references to illegal substances, and 
anything else deemed inappropriate cannot be used. This does create tension for students as most popular music in recent years con-
tains a lot of offensive material.
    One student, Kayla Linkenfelter states “I love homecoming. It is such a fun and meaningful event, but the music played tends to 
disappoint me and my friends.” This opinion is a common one. Another student who also works for the Tartan, Taylor Yeager says 
“the music at homecoming sucks, they play like five good songs.” This is a harsh opinion brought by Taylor, but she isn’t wrong. Many 
students agree that only a few songs are enjoyable.
    Many blame this on the DJ Club, except the rules are not up to the students, but to the staff running it. Elan Daum a member of the 
DJ Club states “I get upset sometimes, as I would love to play songs the crowd likes, but I just can’t.” Because of the rules that surround 
this music, some odd music choices have to be made.
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Homecoming Calender 

Pep Rally: Pep Rally: October 7thOctober 7th
Football Game: Football Game: October 7th October 7th 

@ 7pm@ 7pm
King and Queen Announce-King and Queen Announce-

ment: ment: Halftime of the Football Halftime of the Football 
GameGame

Homecoming Dance: Homecoming Dance: October October 
8th at 8pm8th at 8pm

 2022 Homecoming Court 2022 Homecoming Court
See Pages 4 and 5 for                                                              See Pages 4 and 5 for                                                              
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Fall is the Best SeasonFall is the Best Season
By Addison Weldele

With fall  just around the corner, it is time to talk about why it is the best season. Many people may argue that fall 
leads into winter as the air starts to cool down, and our moods decrease, but it is time for bonfires, smores, and so 
many other fun activities. This makes it a solid candidate for the best season.
 Fall brings comfortable weather and changing leaves, making the atmosphere pleasant to the human eye. 
You have a lot less work to do outside. In the spring and summer, you are constantly mowing your lawn.  In the 
winter, you are shoveling your driveway. Although leaves cover the ground in the fall and you have to rake them, 
this small hassle has a positive spin as well.  It is enjoyable to walk  around in your yard with the leaves crunching 
under your feet, or even to watch your dogs or kids jump around in the leaves while living the time of their lives. 
 If you are into camping or outdoor activities, this is the season for you.  There is camping, hiking, and 
many other things. Even though people think camping is a summer activity, it is cooler at night in the fall, making 
it the perfect atmosphere for bonfires and hangouts with your friends and family. Fall is also perfect for hiking and 
enjoying the beautiful scenery. You are outside enjoying the fresh, fall air, while also getting exercise. But, if hiking 
and camping isn’t your jam, you can take road trips to enjoy the different views around the world. Enjoy the little 
things and everyone around you. 
 But, if none of these hobbies are your thing, then look on the bright side.  It’s football season! Fall marks 
the first kickoff to one of the fan favorite sports. What is better than high school football on Fridays, college foot-
ball on Saturdays and professional football on Sundays?  I can’t think of much!  The fall season is the perfect time 
to invite friends and family over to have a party and watch football. 
 We can’t forget about the holidays that come with Fall. These include Columbus Day, Veterans Day, 
Thanksgiving, and Halloween. Time to hangout with your family and friends and enjoy the day. Time to give 
thanks to everything you have in your life and even dress up and get some candy!
 And the smells during this season! The autumn air, pumpkin, cinnamon, and apple! These scents can 
definitely make someone’s mood 10 times better. Everything gets cozy and starts to calm down after the summer 
madness. You can settle down with a warm cup of coffee, or my personal favorite pumpkin brew, and just take a 
deep breath and plan out your day. Cozy right?!
 Can we also talk about how this is the only season with two names? Fall or autumn. It is still the same 
season, they both work, and people still know what season you are talking about. Crazy, that’s why it is at the top 
of the list.
 I hope this challenges your perspective on fall. All these reasons most definitely make it a prime candi-
date for the best season. I hope you take this into consideration, and remember, Fall is the best season. 

“News for the students, from the students”



Letter From The Editors
Dear Reader,
Thank you so much for supporting our paper. Our writers do an amazing job making articles and it is genu-
inely incredible to be able to compile them in print for you all. We hope we cover all of your fall-favorites in 
this issue, and that we can continue to infotain for you all year. Happy Reading!

Halloween is just around the corner and many kids are begging their parents to 
go costume shopping… But what about the teens? Many highschoolers have to 
pay for their own costumes which can be very expensive, especially if you are 
only getting paid minimum wage. To help with this, I have compiled a list of 
easy, cheap, and fun Halloween costumes any teen can wear and not break the 
bank!

“Guess Who?” Character. “Guess Who?” Character. I actually did this last year as a last minute costume 
and everyone loved it!  A big plus is it’s super comfy to wear and you can wear 
appropriate clothes for the weather! All you need is some thick paper that is 
bigger than your face and a crazy outfit! Draw a square in the middle of the 
paper and cut it out. Make sure you can put your face through the hole. You can 
either print out the “Guess Who?” logo to put on the top or just write it with a 
sharpie. Finally just get in a crazy outfit and put your face through the “Frame” 
and you’re a “Guess Who?” character!
Tacky Tourist. Tacky Tourist. This is a personal favorite of mine. I hardly ever see people 
dressed up as tacky tourists so you’ll also be unique in this costume! To do this 
costume justice, you need some kind of Hawaiian shirt, a bucket hat, the ugliest 
shorts known to man, sunglasses, socks and sandals, and if you want a fanny 
pack or a camera. You could even add a big blotch of sunscreen on your nose 
to really sell the costume. You can find most of these things at a thrift store or 
even in your dad’s closet! It’s even better if you act like a tacky tourist too! This 
costume makes for some very funny pictures!
Scarecrow.Scarecrow. A scarecrow is a cute fall costume that is very simple to create. Just 
pick out your favorite jeans and flannel then pair it with a straw hat and that’s 
all you need! For makeup you can draw stitches around your mouth and nose. 
This is also great for when Halloween is colder than usual. The makeup is not 
necessary but it really will bring the look to scarecrow and not farmer.
Crazy Cat Lady. Crazy Cat Lady. This is another super cute and easy costume to create. All you 
really need is a robe, PJ pants, hair rollers and a whole bunch of stuffed cats. 
You could also add some wrinkle makeup if you wanted. With the robe, just 
sew the cats to your robe or you could hot glue them. Then you just put your 
hair in rollers and violà! You are a crazy cat lady!
Last but not least is a Hobo. Last but not least is a Hobo. This costume is probably the easiest on the list. You 
really only need old, dirty clothes and some black eyeshadow. Once you dirty 
up some clothes, take the black eyeshadow and use that to make yourself look 
dirty. Then mess up your hair and use a pillow case as a candy bag (If you are 
Trick Or Treating) and you are officially a hobo. This one might be a bit popu-
lar, but it’s great for a last minute costume!

Easy And Cheap Haloween CostumesEasy And Cheap Haloween Costumes
By Emily Lipps

The Best of Pumpkin SpiceThe Best of Pumpkin Spice
By Norah Piegols

Fall starts when the infamous Pumpkin Spice Latte hits 
the menu at your favorite coffee shop. However, the drop 
of this fall drink happens on two different days at the 
competing chains Starbucks and Dunkin’. Each coffee 
shop has their own take on the iconic PSL and many 
other fall flavors. The pumpkin spice debate must be 
settled. The signature pumpkin spice latte, the pumpkin 
cream cold brew, and the pumpkin muffin will be rated 
on a scale from 1-10. After all are rated they will be 
given an average score to determine the winner: Dunkin’ 
or Starbucks.
To start off strong we have the classic fall drink, a 
pumpkin spice latte. Dunkin’ releases their fall menu 
including the pumpkin spice latte two weeks before 
Starbucks on August 10th. When ordering from Dunkin’ 
you can choose between a warm or cold version of the 
famous PSL. Both the warm and cold versions of this 
drink offer a strong pumpkin smell, however the drink 
is more overwhelmingly spice flavored. This earns the 
Dunkin’ drink a 7/10. If you’re looking for pumpkin 
spice at Starbucks, you will have to wait until August 
30th. Starbucks also offers this latte in both warm and 
iced. The pumpkin spice latte from Starbucks creates a 
more equally balanced flavor between pumpkin, spice, 
and coffee. Putting Starbucks in the lead with an 8/10. 
Another popular fall drink is the pumpkin cream cold 
brew. This drink has been on the up and up in the past 
years and is quickly becoming a favorite on seasonal 
menus. Between the two chain locations they both offer 
very good, but different flavors. Dunkin’s cold brew has 
a clear pumpkin taste, with a dominant cinnamon flavor. 
While Starbucks offers a stronger coffee flavor with 
only faint hints of pumpkin or spices. That being said, 
if you’re looking for a sweeter cold brew I would head 
to Dunkin’. As for ratings Dunkin’ earns an 8/10 and 
Starbucks a 7/10. 
A pumpkin muffin is a classic snack during the fall sea-
son. Dunkin’ and Starbucks have very different takes on 
this yummy treat. The pumpkin cheesecake muffin from 
Starbucks includes more than just the classic pumpkin 
flavors. The flavor of the muffin is similar to the Star-
bucks pumpkin loaf, with the addition of cheesecake-like 
filling. While Dunkin’s version of this muffin is almost 
closer to the taste of a carrot cake, with an overwhelm-
ing spice flavor. And if you’re looking for a photogenic 
food to post on your instagram story, Starbucks takes 
the lead. Baked on this taste test, Starbucks earns a 9/10, 
while Dunkin’ only gets a 6/10. 
After trying and rating pumpkin spice from rival coffee 
chains, Starbucks wins with the better seasonal menu. 
After averaging the scores from each category, Starbucks 
earned an overall 8/10. While Dunkin’ only earned an 
average 7/10. Keep this data in mind the next time you 
head out to get your pumpkin spice fix.
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This time of year there are five must-see films. 
      5. Barbarian
 A horror-mystery following a woman sharing a 
rental home with a stranger can seem a little too close to 
an actual fear of anyone traveling yet this movie expertly 
subverts the natural assumption of the creepy guy being the 
problem through a surprising enemy. This film has a 7.6/10 
on IMDb, has been in theatres since September 9th and will 
come to HBO Max around October 24th. 
      4. The Menu
 Releasing November 18th, this movie already has 
people incredibly excited. It’s story is of a young couple 
traveling to an island to be fed by a celebrity chef preparing 
an incredible menu and a surprise. Critics are raving about 
the films commentary on the rich never being satisfied and 
those who haven’t seen a glimpse of the film yet are already 
impressed purely by the movie poster featuring all of the 
characters in a way that actually relates to the film instead 
of just being floating heads like Marvel posters.
      3. Bodies Bodies Bodies
      Generation Z has had a hard time being depicted in 
popular media. Typically the words we use are butchered, 
the fashion is off, and it’s difficult to really identify with any 
younger characters. Bodies Bodies Bodies remedies this 
with a genuinely funny slasher film and stars Pete David-
son, just to really get the 17-21 crowd in theatres. The plot 
follows a group of people playing the Bodies Bodies Bodies 
game in a remote mansion, yet one person really ends up 
dead. The mystery of trying to guess who the killer is along 
with the adrenaline of the drama between characters makes 
this a really fun movie perfect for anyone who longs for a 
good bloody one hour and 35 minutes. This movie came to 
theatres August 5th and has earned a 6.5/10 on IMDb, so 
get in while you still can.
      2. Nope
 Jordan Peele has not missed yet. Directing Get 
Out, Us, and now Nope, this film has been called “Jaws in 
the sky” by its fans, which have given this a 7/10 on IMDb. 
The story follows two siblings discovering something in 
the skies, which the owner of a nearby themepark attempts 
to profit off of. I love sci-fi horror especially from such a 
capable creator. This released July 22nd, and is essential for 
anyone wanting a tense, exhilarating film. 
Pearl
This film is the prequel to the iconic X, the slasher film sur-
rounding adult film stars vs the most horrific enemy: age. 
This movie follows the story of Pearl, the homicidal elderly 
antagonist of X when she was young and explores her de-
sires of fame and escaping her repressive family farm. This 
movie came to theatres September 16th and has earned a 
7.5/10 on IMDb.

The school lunch here at Oak Hills is pretty controversial. From the 
amount of time we have to eat, the seating in the commons, and 
the actual food itself. Some people believe there are problems that 
need to be fixed with this and some people believe everything is 
perfect the way it is.
Let’s start with the question of whether or not Oak Hills students 
are given enough time to eat. With the hallways as crowded as 
they are, it takes quite a bit of time to get from the other side of 
the building all the way to the commons to eat lunch. This factor 
shaves time off of the timeframe given to eat lunch dramatically, 
and some people even say they have been dismissing lunch earlier 
than the scheduled time. For some people this is a bigger issue than 
others. Oak Hills student Joey Williams stated “I feel like as soon 
as I sit down it is time to leave already, sometimes I have to throw 
away food that I didnt have time to eat.” Oak Hills student Sean 
Glazer believes “I have plenty of time to chat with my friends and 
eat. I see no problems.”
When it comes to the seating in the commons for lunch, students 
have some thoughts. Some believe there should be assigned seating 
so that they dont have to worry about the table they normally sit 
at being taken already, and some are very happy that there isn’t 
assigned seating because of the freedom of being able to sit wher-
ever you want. Personally, I like the freedom of being able to sit 
wherever I want and that seems to be the majority opinion. Oak 
Hills student Cade Newman says “I love the non-assigned seating, I 
can sit with my friends wherever, whenever I want. It makes things 
easy.”
Many believe the food here at Oak Hills is an upgrade from the 
middle school lunch. Oak Hills student Jacob Zimmerly reports 
that, “personally my favorite is the buffalo bites. They are perfect, 
it’s almost like they came from a five star restaurant.” I dont know if 
they are that good, but they are pretty good. Oak Hills student Joey 
Williams stated “I could eat 10 of the cheeseburgers in one lunch if 
we had enough time.” I tried to interview someone who didnt like 
the lunch, but I honestly could not find anyone!
With all of these different opinions it makes for an interesting 
topic to talk about. Will the lunch improve? Will it get worse in the 
future? Will the prices go up? Will we get assigned seating? I’m not 
sure, what do you think? 

Most Anticipated Horror FilmsMost Anticipated Horror Films
By Payton Simonson

School LunchSchool Lunch
By Tanner Crim
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Kiara Herbert    Kiara Herbert                                      Jaxon Schreiber Jaxon Schreiber

Dream Hoco Date: “Jaxon”                  “Jennifer Lopez”

Hero: “No One”                                          “Tom Brady”

Fav Class: N/A                                              “Marketing”

      Hailey Junker  Hailey Junker                   Eric SchaumloffelEric Schaumloffel
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Kyler Frede Kyler Frede                                              Grace Scheckel Grace Scheckel

Hero: “The Grandpa”                             “KING BOB”

Fav class: “World Issues”                             “Math”

Fav Music: “Any”                   “I bust down to some 80s”

Carter Ruhe  Carter Ruhe                                       Niki Bode Niki Bode

Hero: “Andrew Tate”                              “Scott Disick”

Fav Class: “Anatomy”                                “Anatomy”

Fav Music: “Country”            “Anything besides Country”

Caylie Gill   Caylie Gill                                                   Fred TallarigoFred Tallarigo
Dream Job: “Psychologist”                              “Nurse”

Fav music: “Pop”                                              “Reggae”

Dream Hoco Date: “Shrek”                             “Lizzo”
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Fav Class: “Study Hall”                 “AP Biology”

Hero: “Andrew Garfield”              “Steve Irwin”

Dream Job: “Dental Hygenist”    “Marine Biologist”



Brody Tew                                                    Maria OlsonBrody Tew                                                    Maria Olson

Fav Song: “Rasputin”                                       “Cupid Shuffle”Fav Song: “Rasputin”                                       “Cupid Shuffle”

Fav OHHS Tradition: “Victory Bell”         “Football Games”Fav OHHS Tradition: “Victory Bell”         “Football Games”

Fav Music: “Rap”                                                 “Indie Rock”Fav Music: “Rap”                                                 “Indie Rock”

RJ Miller                                  Madison DornbuschRJ Miller                                  Madison Dornbusch

Dream Hoco Date: “Lisa Grady”              “Miles Teller”Dream Hoco Date: “Lisa Grady”              “Miles Teller”

Hero: “Joe Biden”                                          “Abby Bode”Hero: “Joe Biden”                                          “Abby Bode”

Fav Music: “Rap”                                              “Country”Fav Music: “Rap”                                              “Country”

Noah Asman    Noah Asman                                                Avery Backer Avery Backer
Fav Song: “I Want You Back”                       “Love Sosa”

Dream Job: “MLB Player”               “Fashion Designer”

Hero: “Jesus”                                                “Ava Allen”
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It is finally the autumn season again; a major part of it is Halloween. 
This year Halloween is held on Tuesday, October 31st. Here are the top 5 
Halloween Activities for this fall season. 
 Trick Or Treat- On Halloween most families and friends 
participate in trick or treating. According to the City of Cincinnati “this 
year’s trick or treating is set from 6-8 pm on Tuesday, October 31st.” Un-
fortunately, Oak Hills has school the next day. Although trick or treating 
occurs only once a year, trunk or treating is an event that is throughout 
the whole month of October. Typically these events are held at churches, 
parks, and schools. Most people decorate their cars or houses for trunk 
or trick or treating. Trick or Treating is a great way to have fun with your 
friends or family while getting free candy.
 Haunted Houses- Haunted Houses allow teenagers to enjoy 
Halloween more, as most kids won’t enjoy being scared throughout 
a maze. Most haunted houses or courses open in September for the 
spooky season. Haunted houses near Oak Hills include The Dent School 
House, Mt. Healthy Haunted Hall, USS Nightmare, Horror House, King’s 
Island Haunt, Horror Like A Haunted Trail, and Terror Town. A major-
ity of these attractions would be for mature audiences; so teenagers, and 
children shouldn’t be taken to some of these attractions. According to 
americahaunts.com “the typical haunted attraction averages 8,000 paid 
guests.” Haunted Houses are great to experience with your family and 
friends this Halloween season. 
 Pumpkins- During the autumn season pumpkins manage to 
be a part of almost everything. Obviously pumpkin flavored food and 
drinks are very popular along with pumpkin scents. Although pumpkin 
activities are also very popular, people visit pumpkin patches and also 
carve pumpkins into jack-o’-lanterns. These two activities are typically 
family-centered activities, for a younger audience. According to finder.
com, “147 million Americans plan to have a gourd ole’ time buying a 
pumpkin.” A new sensation with pumpkins in recent years is painting. 
Instead of carving them into Jacko’-lanterns people in recent years have 
started painting pumpkins. Overall, pumpkins are a big part of the fall 
season. 
 Horror movies- A big sensation during October is horror mov-
ies. Many people make lists to watch a different scary movies daily, some 
tv channels offer a different free Halloween movie each day throughout 
October. As Halloween is surrounded by fear, scary movies also are con-
sidered a part of Halloween celebrations. Watching horror movies is not 
only an autumn activity but a must for Halloween enthusiasts. As people 
get older they might continue trick or treat or will go to a party or stay 
home to watch a movie. Most tv providers or websites offer 31 days of 
Halloween so viewers can celebrate the holiday with Halloween-themed 
movies or shows. Horror movies are a big part of this horrid holiday. 
 Decor- Another big Halloween activity would be decorating. 
Not only do most homeowners decorate for holidays like Halloween or 
Christmas but so do stores and public areas. Some schools; especially 
elementary schools decorate their classrooms or halls for Halloween. As 
most businesses also sell Halloween or autumn-related products during 
the fall season their store is also decorated. Great stores to buy decor 
from would be Party City, Target, Home Depot, and Micheal’s. Accord-
ing to a Lombardo homes survey “67 percent say they decorate inside 
and 61 percent say they decorate outside. 54 percent do both.” Decor al-
lows people to get in the Halloween spirit so it is an activity most people 
participate in.
 There are many activities to participate in this fall season to 
celebrate Halloween. The options above are great for everyone in the 
Oak Hills area, however of course there are many other activities one 
could participate in. Wishing you a great fall season and a happy Hal-
loween!

Top 5 Halloween ActivitesTop 5 Halloween Activites
By Taylor Yeager

Oak Hills InternetOak Hills Internet
By Elan Daum

Autumn AmoreAutumn Amore
By Alex Taft

Here at Oak Hills, we all 
have been experiencing 
internet issues. From 
what we have figured 
out, the wifi connec-
tions are getting worse 
every year. The school 
buys the same amount 
of wifi space every year. But with all the new and 
exciting technology being brought into the field of 
teaching, it comes with a price. Newer technology 
pulls in more wifi usage, away from the students 
on their computers. Some classrooms down the 
Lochness Lane have been having power flickers 
recently. When the lights flicker, we know the wifi is 
going down next. This unfortunately disrupts class 
and makes it difficult to continue with the lesson 
planning since the main planning for schoolwork is 
online and not on paper.

Within the embrace of a cool and warm autumn day, 
The light of a thousand suns extemporaneously sits, 

So close, yet worlds away, 
The weary approach with love and nerves in dueling splits. 

A faithful somebody prays for the universe’s benefits, 
And stares into the sun longingly; 

The picturesque autumn leaves rise in dazzling fits, 
And the florid sun laughs delicately. 
Yet unseen through the naked eye, 

Beneath the sun’s casual complexion is a hidden art; 
Even stars suffer from the human lie, 

The masking of the heart. 
So what can one do when even stunning light can’t express its amore? 

The mortal and the sun must simply stare back at each other, and 

adore. 
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 Swords, good smells, and Midwestern dudes dressed as 12th-century crusaders; the Ohio Renaissance 
Fair is here. The fair, celebrating its 33rd year, hosts a wide variety of medieval debauchery for all ages, ranging 
from comedic plays to horse jousting to unhinging your jaw like an invasive species of python consuming a small 
stray dog in a Floridian suburb so you can eat a massive turkey leg. 
 So far, the medieval fair has hosted three themed weekends: pirates weekend, highland weekend (go 
scots!), and time travelers weekend, with more weekends to come. If you’re a fan of meatballs, Thor, Minecraft, 
and destroying English villages, this weekend is currently viking weekend. If you don’t want to dress up as a 
brolic Swede wearing a horned helmet, the week of October 15th-16th is “Romance Weekend” Oo lah lah. Un-
fortunately, however, there’s not really much for an OHHS student to do on this weekend of romance, since the 
central amenity of the weekend is a free “Renewal of Vows Ceremony”, so unless we have any married students 
in the building there’s not much to do with that. After that is the “Feast of Fools”, where you could dress up as a 
fool, jester, clown, or just go as yourself! The final weekend of the fair, October 29th-30th, is trick or treats week, 
where as the name implies, you go trick or treating at the Renaissance Fair. 
 With medieval-themed shops offering goods ranging from swords to coffee beans, Waynesville Ohio’s 
Renaissance Fair will surely be a blast for all royalty attending. 

Knights and StuffKnights and Stuff
By Alex Taft

Homecoming ThemesHomecoming Themes
By Grace Lewton

Oak Hills SportsOak Hills Sports
By Malakye Marsh-Welsh

Previous Homecoming decoration circa 2015

Each year when the new homecoming theme is named, and almost 
immediately it is compared to the years before. Not all themes are 
created equal, as some are widely loved and others raise ques-
tions. The past two homecoming themes were A Night In Paris 
and Enchanted Forest, while this year’s theme is Hawaiian Luau. 
Each of these themes got quite different reviews from students. A 
few seniors asked to recall their freshman year dance and looked 
back on it fondly, “It was much more romantic than the other ones 
we’ve done.” While the romantics of Paris are widely agreed upon, 
others thought that it was “overdone” and only got picked because 
it was “easy”. Enchanted forest, surprisingly, received no criticism 
from those asked. Each person who attended enjoyed the deco-
rations and thought that it made for a good formal dance theme. 
“Enchanted Forest was probably the best,” says a student who had 
gone to both, but another who did not attend a night in Paris said 
that the forest was “a pretty good theme.” Without something to 
compare the dances too, students felt less passionate. The influence 
of that comparison seems to never have been stronger than this 
year when discussing the merits of Hawaiian Luau. Eli, a freshman 
at Oak Hills, shared his opinion on the theme. “ I love the beach, 
so I think Hawaiian is exciting.”  A senior, Dave Buster, felt very 
differently about the dance. “I think that Luau is fun for a football 
game, even if it’s a little overdone, but for a formal dance it’s just 
plain weird.” No matter the oddity of some themes, the student 
council has always managed to pull it off in the past, so for this 
year’s luau, we wish them luck.

Welcome to your Oak Hills Highlanders 
sports addition Homecoming article. 
In this article, I will be covering this 
season’s overview of sports which will 
include Football, Soccer, and Volleyball 
(Boys & Girls if applicable). First up is Girl’s Volleyball. 
As of Tue. Sep 27, the Varsity Girl’s Volleyball record is 
(5-9). Doing slightly better is the Junior Varsity team 
whose record is (7-7) and the Freshman team is not far 
behind with a record of (6-8). Next up we have Boys 
Soccer. Starting with Varsity their record is (5-6-1) 
(Meaning 5 wins, 6 losses, and 1 Tie if you were con-
fused by the third number). Then we have Junior Varsity 
A with a record of (6-4-1), and Junior Varsity B with a 
record of (4-5-1). Next, the girl’s Varsity soccer team has 
been doing exceptionally well. As of Tue. Sep 27 their 
record stands at (10-2-2) without being defeated until re-
cently. Following close behind their lead is Junior Varsity 
A with a record of (10-0-1), not too shabby if I do say so 
myself. Last but not least it’s Junior Varsity B who have 
been doing well as they have a record of (10-3). Needless 
to say, the ladies are having a great season of soccer so 
far. Last but certainly not least is Boy’s Football. The Var-
sity Football team has a record of (2-4). Followed by the 
Junior Varsity team with a record of (3-3). Last but not 
least the Freshman team is currently undefeated with a 
record of (6-0). Ultimately great job everyone, keep 
up the good work, and GO SCOTS! 
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Tartan Staff PhotoTartan Staff Photo
2022-2023 Tartan Staff2022-2023 Tartan Staff
From left to right: top row: From left to right: top row: Addison Weldele, 
Norah Piegols, Grace Lewton, Kye Marsh-
Welsh, Alex Taft, Quentin Burgess, and Cade 
Newman. Bottom Row:Bottom Row: Emma Herzog, Taylor 
Yeager, Payton Simonson, Emily Lipps, Elan 
Daum, and Tanner Crim.

HalloweenHalloween
By Emma Herzog

October HoroscopesOctober Horoscopes
By Payton Simonson

People pretending
Voices ascending 

Haunted houses are scary
They aren’t sweet like a cherry
Across the street I see a witch

It scares me so much I fall into a ditch
Kids yelling “Trick or Treat”

But little do they know I gave them a beet
Ghosts stalking past

It does not look like they are having a blast
Christmas time is coming soon

Definitely not like the month of June
White, glistening snow

Why is the time moving so slow?
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Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23):Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23): Luck is in your favor this month 
with grades, you’ll do much better than expected to end off 
this quarter. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21): Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21): It’s okay to not be okay, it’s time 
to take a break for your mental health.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You’re in a time of change at 
the moment, don’t resist and you’ll love who you become.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): I know you’re tired of your 
workload lately, but perserverance will reward you soon.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Be careful of your spending late-
ly, be sure to keep your future plans in mind and save accord-
ingly. You’ll thank yourself later.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20): Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20): Someone you haven’t thought 
much about in your life is about to play a major role.
Aries: (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19):Aries: (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19): Treat yourself today, you deserve it.
Taurus: (Apr. 20 - May 20):Taurus: (Apr. 20 - May 20): You are on the path to greatness. 
Keep doing you.
Gemini: (May 21 - June 21): Gemini: (May 21 - June 21): Everyone has been thinking 
highly of you lately, they just don’t have the words to say it.
Cancer: (June 22 - Aug. 22): Cancer: (June 22 - Aug. 22): It’s going to be okay, your sup-
port group is larger than you think.
Leo: (Jul. 23 - Aug. 22):Leo: (Jul. 23 - Aug. 22): Life has been stagnant for you for 
quite some time, change is coming and it will be awesome.
Virgo: (Aug. 23 - Sep. 22): Virgo: (Aug. 23 - Sep. 22): The person you’ve been checking 
out lately has been thinking about you, go for it!

Do you want to have an ad in the next Do you want to have an ad in the next 
newspaper?newspaper?

Contact us for more information: Contact us for more information: 
thetartanohhs@gmail.comthetartanohhs@gmail.com


